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Drs. Kenneth Iverson (left) and Brian McKinnon will present 
their findings at the 11th International Conference on Cochlear 
Implants and Other Auditory Implantable Technology in 
Stockholm, Sweden.

By Jennifer Scott

More electrodes and a thinner, 
more flexible wire inserted further 
into the inner ear could improve 
conventional cochlear implants, a 
team of Medical College of Georgia 
and Georgia Institute of Technology 
researchers say.

Candidates for cochlear implants 
– an estimated million in the United 
States alone – include children and 
adults with profound deafness in 
both ears. An implant does not 
restore normal hearing but simulates 
sounds in the environment, 
including speech. More electrodes 
pick up more external sound and the 

flexible wire allows those sounds 
to be transmitted over more of the 
auditory nerves. 

Researchers presented their 
findings about the new device at 
the 11th International Conference 
on Cochlear Implants and Other 
Auditory Implantable Technology 
in Stockholm, Sweden, June 30 to 
July 3.

The snail-shaped cochlea is 
difficult to access, particularly 
considering the multiple 
components involved in a cochlear 
implant, said Dr. Brian McKinnon, 
assistant professor of neurotology/

Implant improves 
hearing deficiency
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MCG is a
tobacco-free campus

See Implant, page 4

By Denise Parrish

Doctors at MCGHealth recently 
completed the first cardiac 
procedure in the region using the 
new Impella 2.5, a catheter-based 
heart pump. During an angioplasty 
or stent placement, the pump 
performs much like a heart bypass 
machine does during open-heart 
surgery. However, the procedure 
is quicker and less invasive, and 
patients recover more rapidly.

Known as the world’s smallest 
heart pump, the Impella 2.5 is 
about the size of a coffee stirrer. 
This procedure offers new hope for 
the 10 percent of cardiac patients 
who cannot withstand the stress 

New cardiac device at 
MCGHealth is first in region
‘World’s smallest heart pump’ offers hope to 
patients with severe coronary artery disease

See Cardiac Device, page 14

By Paula Hinely

The Medical College of Georgia 
has a nearly $2 billion economic 
impact on the Augusta area, 
according to recent reports.

A study released July 8 by 
the University System of Georgia 
found that MCG’s research and 
educational initiatives pumped 
$1.04 billion into the local 
economy in fiscal year 2009, up 
$10 million from the previous year. 

Additionally, a report released in 
March by the Georgia Hospital 
Association showed that MCG 
Health System Inc., the organization 
that manages the hospitals and 
clinics, made a $911 million impact 
in 2007, up nearly $50 million   
from 2006.

“These numbers confirm 
what we at MCG have long 
understood about the importance 

MCG economic impact 
nears $2 billion annually
Employment, research and education push impact to new high

See Impact, page 5
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disseminate, and apply knowledge to improve health and reduce the 
burden of illness on society. In realizing its mission, the Medical College 
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the world by:
•	Preparing	the	health	professional	workforce	of	the	future;
•	Conducting	research	through	programs	that	create,	disseminate	and
	 apply	new	knowledge	relevant	to	human	health;
•	Providing	exceptional,	innovative,	patient-centered	health
	 care	services;
•	Contributing	to	the	economic	development	and	well-being	of	the
 State of Georgia through integrated programs in education,
 research and clinical care.
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TAP deadline
The deadline to apply for the Tuition 

Assistant Program (TAP) is July 15. The 
TAP program waives the cost of up to 
eight hours of tuition and certain fees 
per semester. Regular full-time personnel 
and part-time nursing faculty may apply. 
See the policy and application at usg.
edu/hr/benefits/tuition_assistance_
program_tap. Incomplete applications 
will be denied. Contact Training Specialist 
Wanda O’Brien at 706-721-4054 or          
wobrien@mcg.edu. 

Support group
MCGHealth will offer support groups for 

those with blood cancer on July 15 from 
5:30-7 p.m. in the MCG Cancer Center. Call 
706-721-2752 or visit mcghealth.org and 
click on the classes and events tab.

Retirement counseling
A representative from Fidelity 

Investments will be available for individual 
retirement counseling on Tuesday, July 
20; Tuesday, July 27; Tuesday, Aug. 3; 
and Wednesday, Aug. 4. Meetings will 
be held in the Annex building. Call 
1-800-642-7131 or visit www.fidelity.com/                      
at-work/reservation.

Moms connect
A free weekly support group for 

new mothers. Babies welcome. Call 
706-721-8283 or visit mcghealth.org and 
click on the classes and events tab.

P-card Prep
Human Resources will offer “P-Card 

Works Payment Manager,” a course to 
teach pre-purchase strategies, reconciliation 
and correct coding, on July 20 from 9-10:30 
a.m. Call 706-721-0343 or visit https://
www.oacs.mcg.edu/hr/training to register.

Breastfeeding Class
Expectant parents gain knowledge and 

support to ensure successful breastfeeding 
on July 20 from 7-9 p.m. Call 706-721-9351 
or visit mcghealth.org and click on the 
classes and events tab.

Managing reports
Human Resources will offer “P-Card 

Works Payment Manager - Reports,” a 
course to teach the “configurable report” 
module in WORKS Payment Manager, 
on July 20 from 10:30-11:30 a.m. Call 
706-721-0343 or visit https://www.oacs.
mcg.edu/hr/training to register.

Group meeting
MCGHealth will offer a support group 

for those with oral and head and neck 
cancers on July 20 from 6-7:30 p.m. in the 
MCG Cancer Center. Call 706-721-0550 or 
visit mcghealth.org and click on the classes 
and events tab.

Service this
Human Resources will offer “Customer 

Service: That’s Just Rude,” a course to 
establish how rudeness is perceived and 
how rudeness can be avoided, on July 21 
from 9-11 a.m. Call 706-721-0343 or visit 
https://www.oacs.mcg.edu/hr/training    
to register.

Trauma support
Former patients as well as family, friends 

and others affected by a trauma are invited 
to attend a support group meeting on July 
21 from noon to 1 p.m. Call 706-721-4633, 
706-721-3264 or visit mcghealth.org.

Better to fade away
Human Resources will offer 

“Recognizing & Handling Burnout,” a 
course to define job burnout, discuss 
workplace stress, and methods of handling 
it, on July 21 from 2-4:30 p.m. Call 
706-721-0343 or visit https://www.oacs.
mcg.edu/hr/training to register.

Sleep apnea support
MCG A.W.A.K.E. will meet on July 

22 from 7-9 p.m. in the Children’s 
Medical Center resource library. Call 
Penny Mehaffey at 706-721-0793 or visit 
mcghealth.org and click on the classes and 
events tab.

Miss Spelling regrets
Human Resources will offer “Effective 

Editing & Proofreading,” a course to 
provide guidelines on editing and 
proofreading to achieve a higher level of 
quality in documents, on July 22 from 
2-4:30 p.m. Call 706-721-0343 or visit 
https://www.oacs.mcg.edu/hr/training    
to register.

Anger management
Human Resources will offer “Coping 

with Anger,” a course to help you learn 
how to manage your anger and mobilize 
anger into positive results, on July 22 from 
2-4 p.m. Call 706-721-0343 or visit https://
www.oacs.mcg.edu/hr/training to register.

Sweat them
Human Resources will offer “The Power 

of Small: Little Things Make a Difference,” 
a course to learn the true power of small 
actions that make a big difference, on July 
23 from 9-11 a.m. Call 706-721-0343 or visit 
https://www.oacs.mcg.edu/hr/training    
to register.

Family care
Clinicians from the Augusta Multiple 

Sclerosis Center at MCGHealth help family 
members better understand what it is like 
to live with a neurological disorder on 
July 25 from 9 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at Fort 
Discovery. Food provided. Space is limited. 
Call 706-721-1411 to register in advance.

Cross your eyes
Human Resources will offer 

“Punctuation Refresher,” a course to teach 
punctuation, sentence construction and 
commonly misused words, on July 26 from 
8:30-11:30 a.m. Call 1-0343 or visit https://
www.oacs.mcg.edu/hr/training to register.

MS support
Those interested in learning more about 

multiple sclerosis are invited to attend a 
meeting of the MS Support Group on July 
26 from 6-7:30 p.m. Call 706-721-7239 or 
visit mcghealth.org and click on the classes 
and events tab.

Course refresher
Human Resources will offer “P-Card 

Refresher/Renewal,” a course to teach 
purchasing guidelines and restrictions, on 
July 27 from 9-10 a.m. Call 706-721-0343 
or visit https://www.oacs.mcg.edu/hr/
training to register.

Stars the limit
Human Resources will offer 

“Establishing Objectives & Reaching 
Goals,” a course on how to establish 
objectives and attain achievable goals, on 
July 27 from 1-4 p.m. Call 706-721-0343 
or visit https://www.oacs.mcg.edu/hr/
training to register.

Be our guest
Human Resources will offer “Customer 

Service: Treat Every Caller as a Welcome 
Guest,” a course on inappropriate 
telephone procedures on July 28 from 2-4 
p.m. Call 1-0343 or visit https://www.oacs.
mcg.edu/hr/training to register.

See Briefs, page 7
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By Denise Parrish

For more than nine years, 
MCGHealth has been the region’s 
only medical provider to have 
physicians named to America’s 
Top Doctors, a national patient 
reference guide that identifies the 
top 1 percent of physicians in the 
nation. In addition, five MCGHealth 
physicians were named to America’s 
Top Cancer Doctors.

Dr. Ricardo Azziz - Reproductive 
Endocrinology and Surgery

The new President of the Medical 
College of Georgia follows clinical 
and research interests include 
reproductive endocrinologic 
disorders, particularly those with 
androgen excess, such as the 
polycystic ovary syndrome and non-
classic adrenal hyperplasia.

Dr. Sharad A. Ghamande - 
Gynecology/Oncology

This Professor of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology and Chief of the 
Section of Gynecologic Oncology 
pursues clinical and research 
interests in recurrent ovarian 
cancers, chemotherapy, novel 
therapeutic agents and robot 
assisted minimal access surgery for           
gynecologic cancers.

Dr. David C. Hess – Neurology
The Chairman and Professor 

of Neurology pursues clinical 
interests in the treatment of acute 
ischemic stroke, and in research on 
stroke prevention and cell therapy           
for stroke.

Dr. Anand P. Jillella - 
Hematology/Oncology

This Professor of Medicine, Chief 
of the Division of Hematology/ 
Oncology and Bone Marrow 
Transplantation works in areas 
of study including bone marrow 
transplantation, leukemia, 
lymphoma, multiple myeloma and 
blood-related cancers.

Dr. D. Scott Lind - Oncology
The Professor of Medicine, Chief 

of the Section of Surgical Oncology, 
is also the Jarrell Distinguished 
Chair in Surgical Oncology. He 
pursues clinical interests in breast 
cancer research and treatment.

Dr. Bruce V. MacFadyen - 
General Surgery

This Distinguished Moretz-
Mansberger Chair in Surgery 
is recognized for work in 
gastrointestinal surgery, 
minimally invasive surgery and                  
new technologies.

Dr. D. Douglas Miller - 
Cardiovascular Disease

The Senior Vice President 

for Health Affairs, Dean and 
Regents’ Professor of the School 
of Medicine is known for expertise 
in the diagnosis and treatment of 
heart disease in women, nuclear 
cardiology, research into early 
detection of heart disease and the 
effects of gender on treatment     
and outcomes.

Dr. Walter J. Moore - 
Rheumatology

This Professor of Medicine 
and Chief of the Division of 
Rheumatology and Adult Allergy 
works on interests such as the 
diagnosis and treatment of 
inflammatory soft tissue disorders, 
inflammatory connective tissue 
diseases, patient family centered 
care and patient education.

Dr. Ana A. Murphy - 
Reproductive Endocrinology

The Greenblatt Professor, Chair 
of the Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology, and Director of 
the Women’s Health Center of 
Excellence pursues clinical interests 
in reproductive endocrinology and 
infertility, in vitro fertilization, 
endometriosis and pelvic surgery.

Dr. Julian J. Nussbaum - 
Ophthalmology

This Professor and Chairman of 
the Department of Ophthalmology 
and Co-director of the Vision 
Discovery Institute is recognized 
for work in the treatment of 
diabetic eye disease, agerelated 
macular degeneration, and other 
degenerative and vascular disorders 
of the retina.

Dr. Dennis R. Ownby - Pediatric 
Allergy and Immunology

The Professor of Pediatrics and 
Medicine, Head of the Section of 
Allergy and Immunology holds 
clinical interests in asthma and 
food allergies in children and 
adults. He is recognized for work 
on factors that contribute to the 
risk of children developing asthma         
and allergies.

Dr. Gregory N. Postma - 
Otolaryngology - Head and Neck 
Surgery

This Professor of Otolaryngology 
and Director of the Voice and 
Swallowing Center has clinical 
and research interests in voice 
disorders, professional and 
singing voice care, swallowing 
disorders, airway surgery and 
reconstruction, gastroesophageal 
reflux, extraesophageal reflux and    
chronic cough.

Dr. Kapil D. Sethi - Neurology
The Professor of Neurology and 

Director of the Movement Disorders 
Program pursues Clinical interests 

including treating movement 
disorders, use of botulinum toxin 
injections, and research on new 
drugs for Parkinson’s disease and 
restless legs syndrome.

Dr. Sandra G. B. Sexson - Child 
and Adolescent Psychiatry

Professor and Chief of the 
Division of Child, Adolescent and 
Family Psychiatry. Clinical interest 
in psycho-social aspects of chronic 
medical illness in children and 
adolescents. Research interests 
in pediatric oncology, ADHD and 
assisting medically ill children 
return to school. Recognized 
national and international leader in 
psychiatric education.

Dr. Robert A. Sorrentino - 
Cardiac Electrophysiology

Creel Professor of Medicine and 
Interim Section Chief of Cardiology. 
Clinical and research interests 
include irregular heartbeats, 
abnormal heart rates, catheter 
ablation, the implantation and 
troubleshooting of  pacemakers, 
implantable defibrillators, 
pacemaker lead extraction, risk 
assessment for sudden cardiac 
death and the evaluation of            
fainting (syncope).

Dr. David J. Terris - 
Otolaryngology – Head and       
Neck Surgery

Department Chair and Porubsky 
Distinguished  Chair in the 
Otolaryngology Department. Clinical 
interests are minimally invasive 
thyroid and parathyroid surgery. 
Research focuses on innovative 
surgical techniques for thyroid and 
parathyroid tumors.

Dr. Martha K. Terris - Urology
Chief of the Section of Urology 

at the Charlie Norwood VA Medical 
Center and Professor of Urology 
at the Medical College of Georgia. 
Research interests in prostate 
biopsy techniques, prostate cancer 
risk factors, bladder cancer risk 
factors, nutritional therapies 
and new imaging techniques for         
urologic cancers.

Dr. Jack C. Yu - Pediatric    
Plastic Surgery

Milford B. Hatcher Professor 
and Chief of the Section of Plastic 
Surgery. Clinical interests include 
traditional aesthetic surgeries such 
as facelift, blepharoplasties, lip 
augmentations and rhinoplasties. 
Research  interests focus on cyclic 
stimulation of the musculoskeletal 
system to prevent agerelated bone 
and muscle loss.

MCGHealth providers named America’s Top Doctors
Hospital remains the area’s only medical provider with doctors who make the list
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By Toni Baker

Beginning July 6, 17 Medical 
College of Georgia School of 
Medicine students will start living 
and learning in Southwest Georgia 
for the majority of their clinically 
intensive third and fourth years.

The five-year-old Southwest 
Georgia Clinical Campus of the 
MCG School of Medicine – based at 
Phoebe Putney Memorial Hospital in 
Albany and spanning from Valdosta 
to LaGrange – has progressed to 
residential clinical status. The 
campus is expanding clinical 
experiences for MCG students as 
it exposes them to the practice of 
medicine in more underserved areas 
of Georgia.

Officials from the School of 
Medicine and Phoebe Putney will 
welcomed students July 6 in a 10:30 
a.m. ceremony on the campus 
located within Phoebe’s Learning 
Center, at the corner of Jefferson 
Street and Fourth Avenue. A formal 
ribbon cutting of the new campus 
office will be held at 4:30 p.m.    
July 14.

 “Southwest Georgia recognizes 
the importance of educating the next 
generation of physicians,” said Dr. 
Doug Miller, medical school dean 
and MCG’s senior vice president 
for health affairs. “This type of 
forward thinking on the part of 
physicians and hospital leaders is 
essential to the School of Medicine’s 
expansion initiative to better meet 
the physician needs for our rapidly 
growing state.”  

“Without the 140-plus clinical 
faculty members across Southwest 
Georgia who volunteer their time 
to teach students and the hospitals 
throughout this region, we would 
not have a campus,” echoed 
Dr. William Guest, the campus’ 
assistant dean for curriculum. 
Critical as well is the Southwest 
Georgia Area Health Education 

Center, led by Pam Reynolds, a 
“behind-the-scenes partner” that 
helps the campus arrange everything 
from clinical rotations to student 
housing. “They are the catalyst 
that makes a lot of this work,”        
Guest said.

Last year, the Liaison Committee 
on Medical Education, the 
accrediting body for U.S. medical 
schools, determined the campus was 
on track for becoming a two-year 
residential clinical campus and 
the School of Medicine approved a 
physician leadership and advocacy 

campus curriculum, said Dr. Linda 
Boyd, associate dean for regional 
campus coordination in the MCG 
School of Medicine. Strong physician 
leaders, such as patient advocate 
Dr. James Hotz, an Albany internist 
who inspired the 1991 movie 
Doc Hollywood, can help prepare 
students for lifelong roles as leaders 
in their profession and community, 
she said.

“Phoebe’s Board of Directors 
recognized 15 years ago that we had 
both an undersupply of physicians 
and a growing number of patients,” 

said Joel Wernick, president and 
chief executive officer of Phoebe 
Putney Memorial Hospital. 
“We have deliberately built our 
program in partnership with other 
organizations, such as the MCG 
School of Medicine, that have other 
pieces of the puzzle. We’re confident 
that when medical students 
experience Southwest Georgia, they 
will want to return and build a 
practice,” said Wernick, who leads 
the 443-bed teaching hospital with 
more than 300 physicians, 3,800 
professional staff and a family 

medicine training program. 
“The tendency is to practice 

where you train,” echoed Dr. Doug 
Patten, senior vice president of 
medical affairs, Phoebe Putney 
Memorial Hospital. “The more 
robust the student experience here, 
the more likely they are to practice 
here. Our hope is that providing 
medical education here would 
create a pipeline of primary care 
physicians into this region and help 
offset the current and predicted         
physician shortage.”

In 2009, more than 200 MCG 
medical students completed 
one or more clinical rotations in 
Southwest Georgia, working with 
physicians for four- to six-week 
stints in specialties including 
family medicine, pediatrics, 
surgery and obstetrics-gynecology. 
Residential clinical campus status 
won’t preclude these shorter stays 
for students, only provide more 
options, Boyd said.

The Southwest Georgia campus 
is part of an overall plan to increase 
the MCG School of Medicine’s 
class size from 190 to 300 students 
by 2020 to help meet the need for 
physicians in a state that ranks in 
the top 10 both in population and 
population growth, according to the 
U.S. Census Bureau.

The statewide plan includes a 
second clinical campus, Southeast 
Georgia Clinical Campus based at 
St. Joseph’s/Candler Health System 
in Savannah, which also is slated 
for residential campus designation 
in coming years, and a four-year 
campus for 40 students in Athens 
in cooperation with the University 
of Georgia where students begin 
classes Aug. 9. The medical school 
class size is scheduled to increase 
from 190 to 240 in Augusta and 40 
to 60 in Athens by 2020. Facilities 
to accommodate the larger class in 
Augusta are under design.

Albany campus opens doors to resident students

MCG medical students (from left) Brian Gebhardt, from Albany, Ga.; Shavonda Thomas, from 
Waynesboro, Ga.; and George Miller, from Savannah, Ga., are among 17 third-year students who 
will be living and learning in Southwest Georgia starting July 6.
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implant...from page 1

otology in the Department of 
Otolaryngology in the MCG School 
of Medicine. Those components 
include an external microphone, 
speech processor and transmitter 
and an internal group of electrodes 
arranged on a thin wire that 
stimulate the auditory nerve.

“The wire in traditional implants 
is fragile and thin and may buckle,” 
he said. “We try to get it as far into 
the center of the cochlea, where 
the nerves are bundled, as possible 
– the idea being that the more 
electrodes on the nerves, the better 
the sound.”

Because they buckle, physicians 
typically can’t optimally insert the 
wire, and electrodes can, in some 

cases, injure the cochlea, he said.
The new device, called the thin 

film array, pairs 12 electrodes on 
a thinner, more flexible wire. The 
wire’s thinness has, so far, allowed 
surgeons to place more electrodes 
into the cochlea than they could 
with a conventional electrode. With 
more electrodes than standard 
models, the implant improves the 
quality of sound.

The array was developed in the 
Biosystems Interface Laboratory at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology 
by Assistant Professor Pamela 
Bhatti, a biomedical engineer, 
and Georgia Tech student Jessica 
Falcone. McKinnon and Dr. Kenneth 
Iverson, a third-year otolaryngology 

resident, tested it on cadaver models
“This device could mean could 

mean a several-fold improvement 
of the sound’s resolution,” Iverson 
said. “For the patient, it would be 
like the difference between hearing 
a Bach concerto played by a music 
box versus a quartet.”

McKinnon compared the 
improvement to adding more 
fingers and more notes to a                 
piano performance. 

There are other benefits too.
“Because the thinner wire means 

less trauma to the ear, it could also 
mean more preservation of residual 
hearing for patients,” Iverson said.
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of the university and hospitals: 
we contribute significantly to the 
economic and physical health of 
our community, region and state,” 
said William R. Bowes, senior 
vice president for finance and 
administration.

The USG study also determined 
that MCG generates about 9,176 
jobs. MCG employs more than 5,100 
people, and about 4,000 off-campus 
jobs exist due to institution-related 
spending. MCG Health System 
sustains about 6,600 full-time jobs, 
or 34 percent of jobs created by all 
local hospitals combined.

Sixty-one percent of MCG’s nearly 
$1.04 billion total impact, or $639 
million, reflects initial spending 
for salaries and fringe benefits, 
operating supplies and expenses, 
and other budgeted expenditures, 
as well as student spending. Re-
spending – the multiplier effect of 
those dollars as they are spent again 
in the region – accounted for the 

remaining $401 million.
The Intellectual Capital 

Partnership Program, an initiative 
of the Board of Regents’ Office 
of Economic Development, 
commissioned the Selig Center 
for Economic Growth in the 
University of Georgia’s Terry 
College of Business to analyze data 
collected between July 1, 2008 
and June 30, 2009 to calculate the 
university system’s fiscal year 2009     
economic impact. 

The study showed that the 
University System of Georgia’s 35 
institutions made a $12.7 billion 
total impact on the state’s economy. 
Sixty-six percent of the impact, or 
$8.4 billion, reflects initial spending 
by institutions, while re-spending 
accounted for the remaining $4.3 
billion. 

Selig Center researchers found 
that, on average, for every dollar of 
initial spending in a community by 
a university system institution, an 

additional 51 cents was generated 
for the local economy.

The study also determined that 
Georgia’s public higher education 
system generated 112,336 full- and 
part-time jobs – 2.8 percent of all 
the jobs in the state. Sixty-two 
percent of the jobs are off-campus 
positions in the private or public 
sectors that exist because of the 
university system institution, and 
the remaining 38 percent are on-
campus jobs.

“For each job created on a 
campus, there are 1.6 jobs that exist 
off-campus because of spending 
related to the college or university,” 
said study author Dr. Jeffrey M. 
Humphreys, director of economic 
forecasting for the Selig Center. “In 
these ways, and many more, the 
university system plays a critical role 
in Georgia’s economic recovery.”

For the Selig Center’s complete 
report, visit www.icapp.org/pubs/
usg_impact_fy2009.pdf.

William R. Bowes, senior vice 
president for finance and 
administration, said that the 
economic report confirms 
MCG’s significant impact on 
the community.

impact...from page 1
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Script and star in your own ICE campaign video
By Christine Hurley Deriso

 
Did MCG’s McGorilla video 

series (www.mcg.edu/ice) drive 
home the message that emergency 
contact information is vital for any 
hairy situations you might get into         
on campus?

The unofficial mascot of the ICE 
campaign, McGorilla, may be just 
a big ape, but the hope is that the 
tongue-in-cheek videos emphasized 
the serious message that In Case 
of Emergency numbers are vital 
in your cell phone and MCG 
records to ensure that loved ones 
are promptly notified in case of a               
campus emergency.

To keep the fun going—and to 
keep reinforcing the message—MCG 
is hosting a contest for a follow-up 
ICE video. How would you best 
convey, in 60 seconds or less, the 
importance of having, say, your 
mom’s number easily accessible if 
you were suddenly incapacitated 
on campus? Granted, gorilla 
maulings are rare on campus, but 
asthma attacks, allergic reactions 
and accidental chokings are among 
the many potential scenarios that 
are all, unfortunately, in the realm       
of possibility.

So channel your inner Scorsese 
and consider how you would bring 
this message to life. Maybe you’d 
like to perpetuate the McGorilla 
theme. Or maybe your blockbuster 
would take the concept in a whole 
different direction. As long as the 

idea is practical, appropriate and 
relatively inexpensive to transform 
into a video, the ICE Committee will 
consider all contest submissions, 
then invite the winner to star in the 
video he or she set in motion. The 
winning video will be featured on 
the ICE website. All MCG students, 
faculty and staff are eligible           
to participate.

“We want to keep the momentum 
going and give a member of the 
MCG community the opportunity 
to do something fun and creative,” 
said Beth Brigdon, associate senior 
vice president for finance and 
administration and chairman of    
the campaign.

“Our campus videographer and 
editorial manager will work closely 
with the contest winner, so no 
expertise is necessary,” she said. 
Just bring your enthusiasm … and 
make sure you can free up half a 
day or so in late August or early 
September. Shooting even a very 
brief video takes longer than you 
might think.

Submit your ideas to Editorial 
Manager Christine Hurley Deriso 
(cderiso@mcg.edu) by Friday, 
Aug. 13. Ideas needn’t be highly 
detailed; just email a few sentences 
synopsizing your idea(s) and 
include contact information. The 
winner will be notified by Aug. 20, 
and the video will be taped within 
a month of notification. For more 
information, contact Deriso at     
ext. 1-2124.

Videographer Tim Johnson (center) with the cast of the original ICE videos. Channel your inner 
Scorsese by coming up with an idea for a follow-up video.
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briefs...from page 2

News to us
Send announcements or story 

suggestions for The Beeper to 
beeper@mcg.edu, or contact Editor 
Stacey Hudson at ext. 706-721-4410 
or FI-1042 (campus mail). Deadlines 
are July 20 for the July 28 edition, 
and Aug. 4 for the Aug. 11 edition.

Make miracles
Through Aug. 5, stop by a 

participating Dairy Queen location 
to purchase a Children’s Miracle 
Network balloon for $1. Proceeds 
will help fund renovation of the 
cancer clinic at the MCGHealth 
Children’s Medical Center. 
Participating locations: 2837 Central 
Ave.; 3149 Washington Road; 4099 
Belair Road; 3102 Peach Orchard 
Road; 205 U.S. Highway 1 Bypass 
in Louisville; 1234 U.S. Highway 25 
North in Millen; 1850 Washington 
Road in Thomson; and 391 South 
Main St. in Swainsboro. 

We all scream
Through Dec. 1, purchase a 

Frosty key tag for $1 at any of 
10 participating area Wendy’s 
restaurants and receive a free 
Junior Frosty treat by showing your 
key tag during follow-up visits. 
Proceeds benefit the Children’s 
Medical Center. Participating 
locations include: 3012 Peach 
Orchard Road; 3342 Wrightsboro 
Road; 1730 Walton Way; 449 Walton 
Way; 2738 Washington Road; 3859 
Washington Road; 430 South Belair 
Road; 517 East Martintown Road; 
1901 Whiskey Road; and 1104      
Richland Ave.

Cute and caring
Kohl’s has just released a new 

line of merchandise as part of their 
partnership to raise money for the 
MCGHealth Children’s Medical 
Center. For just $5 this summer, pick 
up one of three plush Winnie the 
Pooh toys, any of four Winnie the 
Pooh adventure books, or Jessica 
Seinfeld’s Deceptively Delicious 
cookbook at area Kohl’s stores. 
Eighty-three percent of all sales of 
these items benefits the Children’s 
Medical Center. 

Dining discounts
Augusta-Aiken Dining Club will 

donate $10 to the Children’s Medical 
Center for every membership sold. 
Memberships are $14.95 a month 
and get buy-one-get-one-free entrees 
from more than 25 local restaurants. 
Enter the code MCG000 or mention 
MCG during your purchase. Visit 
augustaaikendiningclub.com.      
Call 706-721-3957.

Wellness Center 
special

The MCG Wellness Center offers 
a July membership special. Get a 
free standard four-month locker 
with the purchase of any length 
Flex-Month membership option.                    
Call 706-721-6800.
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Lot Number Old Price New Price
9 $70,000 $49,900
11 $70,000 $49,900
12 $70,000 $49,900
308 $70,000 $49,900
229 $70,000 $49,900

RIVERFRONT LOTS
 Lot Number Old Price
 226  $230,000

New Price
$179,500
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By Sharron Walls

When MCG occupational therapy 
students heard about a program 
enabling disabled children to play 
baseball, they knew it was right up 
their alley. 

“We have very dedicated 
students,” said Kelly Jerris, senior 
class president. “All 80 of us will be 
there on opening day.”

Forty of those students will 
be designated “buddies” for the 
program, dubbed the Miracle 
League, helping players hit, catch 
and round the bases on a specially 
designed field.

The Miracle League began in 
Conyers, Ga., in 1998 with 35 
players. The league now has 250 
teams nationwide, introducing 
America’s pastime to hundreds of 
thousands of special-needs children 
and young adults. In the Miracle 
League, everybody hits, everybody 
scores and everybody wins.  

Ground was broken for Augusta’s 
field in June, with opening day 
ceremonies slated for Oct. 2. The 
field, located behind the Department 
of Veterans Affairs Medical Center 
on Wrightsboro Road, will have 
a cushioned rubber surface, 
wheelchair-accessible dugouts and a 
completely flat surface to eliminate 
barriers to enhance accessibility. 

Sharon Swift, assistant professor 
of occupational therapy, learned of 
the Miracle League from her son’s 
baseball coach, who had been asked 
to be on the board of directors. She 
immediately contacted The Family 
Y, which is coordinating the local 
league.

“The occupational therapy 
community here is so small, 
everybody just started talking,” 

Swift said. “I picked up the phone 
and said, ‘I have 80 willing bodies. 
Can we be involved? How can we 
help you?’” 

MCG’s participation marks the 
first official relationship between a 
professional occupational therapy 
program and the Miracle League.

“I am certain that OTs have 
been involved elsewhere, because 
that’s just the people we are, but 
this is the first time there’s been a 
formal arrangement,” Swift said. 
“The students are perfect buddies. 
They’ve already had coursework 
in kinesiology and movement 
analysis. They’ve been trained to 
look at the task, do an activity 
analysis and modify the person 
and the environment to make the       
activity work.” 

“We’re hoping to have the same 
buddy for each kid each week to 
build consistency and trust,” said 
Jerris, adding that the students are 
committed to being at the field each 
Saturday of the six-week season.

The students have also raised 
money for the Strong Kids 
Campaign, a Family Y scholarship 
program to sponsor children who 
couldn’t otherwise afford to play. 
The $60 registration fee covers 
the cost of uniforms, trophies,    
pictures, etc.

“From a faculty perspective, the 
students have run with this,” said 
Swift, whose background includes 
special education and coaching 
Special Olympics. “Our OT students 
are very community service-
oriented. As professionals, we want 
to raise students who are bright and 
can do the work and want to give 
back to the community. Well, these 
guys define that.”

OT students join league of miracles

Occupational therapy students at the site where The Miracle League and The Family Y will coach 
baseball for disabled children.
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Cultural connections spark quality enhancement
Prestigious fellowship examines quality enhancement projects; prompts intercollegiate comparisons
By Stacey Hudson

Before most Americans had 
heard the buzz of a vuvuzela, 
MCG Associate Provost Shelley 
Mishoe stood alone in a South 
African airport, without a friend     
in sight.

Arriving in Cape Town on an 
exchange through her American 
Council on Education fellowship, 
she wondered if anyone would 
show to pick her up. She and the 
other ACE fellows were to tour 
the country, observing how its 
colleges and universities face their       
unique challenges.

Former MCG President Dan Rahn 
nominated Mishoe for a 2009-10 
ACE fellowship, thrusting her into 
a grueling application process of 
referrals, interviews and project 
proposals – all for less than a few 
dozen spots. Fellows are matched 
with a host institution. Over a 
year, they participate in meetings 
and events, special projects and 
assignments, seminars, national 
meetings and campus visits, 
mentored by a team of experienced 
administrators. Mishoe’s host 
institution, Wofford College in 
Spartanburg, S.C., sprang for 
the African safari to enhance the 
experience further.

“Luckily, I had read about South 
African culture before I went,” 
she said. “And I knew not to 
take the taxi; to be patient,” she 
said, with a broad grin. Someone 
would eventually be there to pick 
her up, as she had gleaned from 
her readings. And someone did – 
running on what South Africans 
jokingly call “African time.”

South Africa is what is termed a 
“low-context culture,” which means 
that specifics are not required. 
Appointment times are approximate. 
Directions can be vague and signage 
absent. The United States’ “high-
context culture” requires that even 
mattresses come with a two-page 
instruction manual.

But Mishoe discovered cultural 
differences even before she hopped 
on that plane – and much closer to 
home. Wofford, a private liberal-arts 
college, contrasted sharply with her 
public health sciences university 
experience. When she immersed 
herself in Wofford’s culture, policies 
and decision-making processes, 
she found that communication 
differences can stymie efficiency no 
matter the continent or college. 

For example, Wofford faculty 
often failed to reply to emails. 
What at first seemed like a mild 
slight became an opportunity when 
Mishoe discovered the college’s best 
employment perk: the faculty dining 
hall. Meals served on fine china at 
rich, dark wood tables enabled the 
Wofford faculty to congregate each 

day and discuss business face-to-
face. Her colleagues didn’t respond 
to emails simply because they’d see 
the sender over sandwiches. Once 
Mishoe embraced the lunch ritual, 
communication cleared.

The experience sensitized her to 
the broader communication issues 
she faced during her fellowship, 
such as some cultures’ aversion to 
eye contact. The gesture—a sign of 
attention and respect in the United 
States—is considered overly forward 
in some cultures.

Sensitivity to South African 
culture kept Dr. Mishoe from 
panicking at the airport – but 
it didn’t keep her from making 
other mistakes. For instance, she 
and her colleagues once showed 
up in business-casual capris to a 
Sunday-best soirée. But Mishoe 
was a quick learner; when some 
of her colleagues expressed 
frustration after their South African 
counterparts failed to respond to 

emails, Mishoe drew on her Wofford 
experience to advise them.

Despite the differences she 
encountered, Mishoe came back 
from her fellowship with a new 
appreciation for higher-education 
challenges across the globe. As 
expected, she found campuses 
struggling with issues unique 
to their institution—such as the 
funding challenges associated with 
a private college such as Wofford, 
or the emphasis on HIV-AIDS 
education in South Africa, due to 
the high incidence of the disease on 
the continent. But her take-home 
discovery was that similarities 
outweigh differences.

“I found that the issues they 
struggle with are the pretty much 
the same: diversity, international 
education, the global economy, 
preparing graduates to succeed, 
student outcomes, enhancing 
student learning, and funding,” 
Mishoe said.

QEP Fact-Finding
 
Associate Provost Shelley Mishoe’s experience as an ACE fellow 

was particularly timely; Mishoe is chairing a committee to develop 
a Quality Enhancement Plan, a campuswide project to enhance 
education far into the future. The QEP is a requirement of MCG’s 
accrediting body, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. 
During her ACE visits, Mishoe queried other institutions about their 
QEPs, gathering ideas in hopes of optimizing MCG’s plan.

Thus far, the committee has created a definition of cultural 
competency (the knowledge, attitudes and skills that come together 
to integrate and apply knowledge of various cultures into health care) 
and developed general principles of the QEP. For instance, it should be 
a credit-bearing component of an MCG education without disrupting 
existing curricula.

One component will be an interdisciplinary, online course required 
of students who will work directly with patients. The committee is 
also developing the framework for learning opportunities such as 
electives and modules that can be infused across all MCG curricula 
throughout a program of study. Faculty and staff development will be 
vital in the initial implementation phase once SACS approves the QEP, 
Mishoe noted.

Dr. Shelley Mishoe stands with U.S. Under Secretary of Education 
Martha J. Kanter at closing retreat graduation for Mishoe’s 
prestigious fellowship with the American Council on Education.
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 Lunch Buffet
All You Can Eat

Pizza, Pasta, Salad Bar, Cinnamon Sticks, Breadsticks & More

$599 Drink Included

Limited Time!*

Dine-In Only • Monday-Friday • 11:00-1:30

706-724-3302
on 15th Street 

across from the MCG Annex

We
Deliver

Hot Deal!

Medium Pizza

$8
Up to 2 Toppings

Valid only on Pan, Thin ‘N Crispy®, 
& Hand-Tossed Style Pizza 491

* must present ad, 1 ad per visit
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Historic day of firsts
President Azziz’s first day on the job closes deal for 
landmark partnership to create MCG Health Systems

By Stacey Hudson

On a day of historic firsts, Georgia 
Governor Sonny Perdue declared his 
goal: “To make this the best academic 
medical complex in America.”

Georgia leaders, Perdue and 
University System of Georgia 
Chancellor Erroll B. Davis Jr., joined 
Medical College of Georgia President 
Ricardo Azziz – on July 1, the new 
president’s first day – to formally 
adopt a new governance structure that 
optimally aligns MCG’s clinical and 
academic missions. Willis J. Potts Jr., 
chairman of the USG Board of Regents 
also was on hand for the historic 
day in which MCG’s new president 
assumed overall responsibility for 
MCG’s clinical, educational and 
research activities. 

“Georgians have benefitted from 
the different components of MCG 
for decades, but we believe this new 
era of collaboration ushered in today 
will provide even more benefits for 
doctors, students and patients,” said 
Perdue, whose own father was treated 
at MCG. “This day is exciting because 
a strong, well-designed MCG health 
system will free people up to do what 
they do best ... caring for the sick 
and preparing the next generation           
of doctors.”

The joint operating agreement was 
signed at a ceremony on July 1 in 
the lobby of MCG’s Health Sciences 
Building. A total of 16 documents 
outline the new structure.

A luncheon followed the signing 
ceremony in the Alumni Center, 
and a public reception convened 
at 4 p.m. Each gathering gave the 
MCG community and the CSRA 
an opportunity to meet the new 
president, only the eighth in MCG’s 
history, who will preside over an 
economic engine that impacts the 
surrounding community to the tune of 
nearly $2 billion each year.

At the reception to welcome Azziz, 
his wife and their three children, 
Chancellor Davis likened Augusta to 
Rochester, Minn., a town that isn’t 
at the forefront of most people’s 
awareness. But as the home of the 
world-renowned Mayo Clinic, it draws 
thousands of people a year. 

MCG Health System will be “a 
jewel of health care,” Azziz declared. 
“We’re going to grow. We’re going to 
develop. This is not about one person. 
This is about a team. If we don’t do 
that, it will be our failure to take the 
opportunity.”

Phil Jones photos
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Dr. J.C. Shirley, clinical assistant 
professor at MCG, was named 
director of the American Academy 
of Pediatric Dentistry (AAPD) on 
May 27, at the AAPD’s 63rd annual 
session at the Hilton Chicago Hotel 
& Towers. Shirley is in private 
practice with Alpharetta Children’s 
Dentistry. He has been an AAPD 
member for 16 years. Shirley also 
served as president of the Georgia 
Academy of Pediatric Dentistry from 
2008-2009. His other professional 
affiliations include American 
Dental Association, American Cleft 
Palate Craniofacial Association, 
Special Care Dentistry Association, 

American Academy of Pediatrics and 
the Hinman Dental Society.

Newsmakers

The Employee Advisory Council is your voice and we need to hear 
from you! 

We know you have ideas to improve employee campus life. 
The EAC is your way to share ideas, suggestions and concerns with 

MCG administration. Use this form, e-mail your representative or 
send a comment to www.mcg.edu/EAC/. 
 
My idea, suggestion or concern is: 
 
_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________ 
Name/ext: __________________________________________ (optional)

Intercampus mail to HS 1144, Attn: EAC
 

Once per quarter, we’ll randomly select a submission and reward the 
winner with a gift certificate to Mocha Mahn.

EAC Suggestion Box

Periodic reports of crime-related news on campus are posted in compliance 
with federal, state and local laws to maximize campus safety and 
awareness. To report crimes, suspicious activity or information regarding 
reported incident (s), call the MCG Public Safety Department at ext. 1-2911 
or 2911 from a cellular phone.

Entering an automobile
On June 25, at 7:30 p.m., MCG Police investigated an automobile break-

in on the first level of MCG Health Parking Deck 21 (HC). Investigation 
revealed that the vehicle was left unlocked, and that a wallet was taken 
from the victim’s purse that was in the truck. Anyone with additional 
information about this incident, please contact MCG Police at 706-721-2911.

Campus Beat

Obituaries

The MCG community extends 
condolences to the friends and 
family of the following people:

 
Ernest Harden, the husband 

of Eva Harden, office assistant at 
Georgia Correctional Health Care, 
died June 25.

George Kemp, retired 
pharmacist, died June 23.
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2358 Washington Rd • Augusta, GA
706-736-4479 • www.turnerskeyboards.com

Turner’s Keyboards

PLAYER PIANOS
“The Turner Family Since 1955”
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Let Turner’s Make Your Piano A Player Piano!
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Sherika 
Rouse is 
SWELL

Sherika Rouse

By Stacey Hudson

Personal Care Aid Sherika Rouse 
is a hard worker who helps keep the 
orthopedic clinic running smoothly, 
according to Robin Hadley, a 
registered nurse in the clinic. 
Patients and staff would suffer 
without Rouse because, while she 
may focus on the orthopedic trauma 
service, she serves as a resource for 
the entire clinic.

“She is very knowledgeable 
regarding every aspect of the day-to-
day activities of the clinic,” Hadley 
said. “Sherika always goes above 
and beyond what is asked from her 
and she does it with a smile and a 
classic sense of humor.”

Rouse is currently enrolled in 
prerequisite courses for MCG’s 
nursing program, and maintains a 
4.0 average while working full-time.

“The dedication she has for her 
goals, for her patients, and for her 
co-workers cannot be emphasized 
enough,” Hadley said. “I am 
constantly impressed with her level 
of professionalism and positive 
attitude.”
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Send photos and stories about your pets to Stacey Hudson at beeper@mcg.edu.

Pet Gazette
After two sons, Cathy Adams 

didn’t know she wanted a 
third child. But when she first 
saw Showtime, then just seven 
weeks old, he already had her 
heart in his paws. “I’m not 
a pet person, but I just fell 
in love,” she said. “He was 
the runt of the litter, but he’s 
no runt anymore!” Adams, a 
patient accounting assistant, 
laughs as she talks about her 
2-year-old dog. “He’s a pit 
bull, but he doesn’t know that. 
He doesn’t even know that 
he’s a dog.” He hides during 
thunderstorms and pouts when 
he can’t ride in the car with the 
rest of the family. But after they 
ply him with Vienna sausages, 
he’s back to his old self, doing 
the one thing all dogs love: 
chewing shoes.

cardiac device...from page 1

of surgery. Before the pump was 
available, patients with advanced 
coronary artery disease had few 
options. Without surgery, they 
often faced disabling pain and heart 
failure. On the other hand, a heart 
operation offered only a slim chance 
of survival. 

The procedure is dramatically 
different from open-heart surgery, 
which requires an incision in the 
middle of the chest from the top of 
the sternum to the bottom. Instead 
it is performed in a cath lab through 
a catheter inserted into the groin. 
In a matter of minutes, physicians 

can treat a condition that would 
typically take hours in the operating 
room. Most patients can go home in 
a couple of days.

“This is a very significant 
advance,” said Dr. Depak Kapoor, 
Medical Director of the Adult 
Catheterization Lab at MCGHealth 
and Associate Professor of 
Cardiology at the Medical College 
of Georgia. “There is no anesthesia, 
and the patient is conscious as the 
tiny pump pulls blood from the 
heart and circulates it to the organs 
while the heart is being repaired. 
It’s like keeping the engine running 
while you are working on your car. 
It’s a very valuable tool.”

During the procedure, the thin, 
flexible tube is threaded from the 
femoral artery all the way to the 
left ventricle of the heart. Once in 
place, tiny blades in the Impella 
spin around, pumping up to 2.5 
liters of blood per minute from the 
left ventricle into the ascending 
aorta. As the device temporarily 
relieves the heart’s pumping 
function, it provides doctors the 
time they need to perform the                    
necessary interventions. 

The Food and Drug 
Administration approved the 
pump in June 2008. It has been 
used to treat more than 1,900 
patients outside the United 
States. Nationwide, more than 
700 hospitals are using this new 
technology. In addition to heart 
patients, candidates for the 
procedure include patients with 
kidney failure, chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease, morbid obesity 
and those who prefer bloodless                  
medicine alternatives.

The Impella 2.5 heart stent is just the size of a coffee stirrer. 
MCGHealth is the first hospital in the region to offer this pump.

Dr. Depak Kapoor, Associate 
Professor of Cardiology, said 
that the new stent offered at 
MCGHealth can shorten the 
time required for operating, 
recovery and hospital stays.
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By Paula Hinely

Black tea, a Southern staple 
and the world’s most consumed 
beverage, may contain higher 
concentrations of fluoride than 
previously thought, which could 
pose problems for the heaviest tea 
drinkers, Medical College of Georgia 
researchers say. 

“The additional fluoride from 
drinking two to four cups of tea 
a day won’t harm anyone; it’s 
the very heavy tea drinkers who 
could get in trouble,” said Dr. Gary 
Whitford, Regents Professor of oral 
biology in the School of Dentistry. 
He presented his findings today at 
the 2010 International Association 
of Dental Research Conference in 
Barcelona, Spain.

Most published reports show 1 
to 5 milligrams of fluoride per liter 
of black tea, but a new study shows 
that number could be as high as      
9 milligrams.

Fluoride is known to help prevent 
dental cavities, but long-term 
ingestion of excessive amounts 
could cause bone problems. The 
average person ingests a very safe 
amount, 2 to 3 milligrams, daily 

through fluoridated drinking water, 
toothpaste and food. It would take 
ingesting about 20 milligrams a day 
over 10 or more years before posing 
a significant risk to bone health.

Whitford discovered that the 
fluoride concentration in black 
tea had long been underestimated 
when he began analyzing data 
from four patients with advanced 
skeletal fluorosis, a disease caused 
by excessive fluoride consumption 
and characterized by joint and 
bone pain and damage. While it is 
extremely rare in the United States, 
the common link between these four 
patients was their tea consumption 
– each person drank 1 to 2 gallons 
of tea daily for the past 10 to         
30 years. 

“When we tested the patients’ tea 
brands using a traditional method, 
we found the fluoride concentrations 
to be very low, so we wondered if 
that method was detecting all of 
the fluoride,” Whitford said, noting 
that the tea plant, Camillia sinensis, 
creates a quandary when measuring 
fluoride. Unique among other plants, 
it accumulates huge concentrations 
of fluoride and aluminum in its 
leaves – each mineral ranges from 

600 to more than 1,000 milligrams 
per kilogram of leaves. When the 
leaves are brewed for tea, some of 
the minerals leach into the beverage.

Most published studies about 
black tea traditionally have used a 
method of measuring fluoride that 
doesn’t account for the amount 
that combines with aluminum to 
form insoluble aluminum fluoride, 
which is not detected by the fluoride 
electrode. Whitford compared that 
method with a diffusion method, 
which breaks the aluminum-
fluoride bond so that all fluoride 
in the tea samples can be extracted             
and measured.

He tested seven brands of store-
bought black tea, steeping each for 
five minutes in deionized water, 
which contains no fluoride. The 
amount of fluoride in each sample 
was 1.4 to 3.3 times higher using 
the diffusion method than the 
traditional method.

The new information shouldn’t 
deter tea drinkers, as the beverage 
is safe and some teas even have 
health benefits, Whitford said. “The 
bottom line is to enjoy your favorite 
tea, but like everything else, drink it           
in moderation.”

Black tea contains more 
fluoride than once thought

Dr. Gary Whitford presents his findings at the 2010 International Association of Dental Research 
Conference in Barcelona, Spain.
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Dr. Van Haywood examines a device used in tray tooth-bleaching. His report indicates that applying 
a tooth whitener may combat tooth decay in  a number of special needs populations.

Clean teeth with bleach
Tray bleaching may improve oral health of elderly, special-needs patients

By Paula Hinely

A tooth-bleaching agent may 
improve the oral health of elderly 
and special-needs patients, say 
dentists at the Medical College of 
Georgia and Western University of 
Health Sciences.

Standard oral hygiene, such 
as brushing and flossing, can be 
difficult or impossible for patients 
with mental challenges or impaired 
manual dexterity. Additionally, when 
health problems or medications 
cause xerostomia, or dry mouth, 
the lack of saliva reduces the 
mouth’s natural protective 
mechanisms. These problems lead 
to plaque accumulation, cavities 
and periodontal disease, and could 
further impact the patient’s health.

A report featured on the cover 
of this month’s Journal of the 
American Dental Association noted 
that applying the tooth whitener 
carbamide peroxide through a 
custom-fit mouth tray might combat 

those problems. The report was 
based on a literature review and 
the authors’ clinical experiences 
with special-needs patients and         
tooth bleaching.

 “What we’ve noticed through 
whitening patients’ teeth over the 
years is that as they bleached, 
their teeth got squeaky clean and 
their gingival health improved,” 
said Dr. Van Haywood, professor 
in the Medical College of Georgia 
School of Dentistry and co-author of           
the report.

Dentists have used carbamide 
peroxide, or urea peroxide, for 
decades to whiten teeth, but 
its original use was as an oral 
antiseptic. It removes plaque, kills 
bacteria and elevates the mouth’s 
pH above the point at which enamel 
and dentin begin to dissolve, which 
results in fewer cavities.

“All these benefits lead us to 
believe that tray bleaching can 
be a very effective supplemental 
method of oral hygiene for patients 

facing greater challenges keeping 
their mouths clean,” said Dr. David 
Lazarchik, associate professor in 
the Western University of Health 
Sciences College of Dental Medicine 
and the report’s co-author.

The trick is in the tray, Haywood 
said. After a complete dental 
exam, the dentist can make the 
custom-fit tray that the patient 
can wear comfortably at night 
or for several hours during the 
day. The carbamide peroxide gel 
can be prescribed or purchased            
over-the-counter. 

Lazarchik said further research 
is needed to determine a specific 
protocol for using tray-applied 
carbamide peroxide specifically to 
improve oral health.

Haywood will lecture on the topic 
in October at the American Dental 
Association’s 151st Annual Session 
and World Marketplace Exhibition in 
Orlando, Fla.
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17 Puzzle

ACROSS
  1. Location of the teres major
  4. Lou Gehrig’s disease, for short
  7. __ platelet count; thrombocytopenia
10. Houston, for one
11. Groove
12. Lawyers’ org.
13. Condition involving uterine thickening
16. Urge to action
17. Dividing membranes
20. Blood component
24. Female gametes
25. Suffix for adrenal or morph
26. Nostril
29. Shinbone
31. Surgical mementos
33. Most common glioma
39. Word with Tomé or Paulo
40. 1/8-gallons: abbr.
41. Test that might show encephalitis, for short
42. Pupil’s place
43. Superlative suffix
44. Mailman’s beat: abbr.

DOWN
  1. Common analgesic, for short
  2. Old radiation dosage unit
  3. Sra. in Avignon
  4. Fragrance
  5. Target of a biopsy
  6. Hordeola
  7. Acapulco article
  8. Geisha’s accessory
  9. “As I __ saying...”
14. Young louse
15. Bullring shout
17. Immediate family member
18. Perón, for one
19. Hole average
21. Cage member
22. Prefix for cellular or form
23. __ culpa
27. Syria’s neighbor: abbr.
28. Gastroenterologist’s instrument
29. Rendezvous
30. Suffix for journal or physic
32. Play divisions
33. Enzyme’s ending
34. Utter
35. Hallux, for one
36. Above, to a poet
37. Encountered
38. Bit of info on a death certificate

beeper 
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Faculty
School of Dentistry
 Barry Morton Goldman
 Darshanjit Singh Pannu
 Andrew Jason Hamilton Jr.

School of Medicine
 Jimok Kim
 Zhonglin Hao
 Ora Beth Gewurz - Singer
 Scott Y. Rahimi
 Melanie Wilson Seybt
 Theodore Samuel Johnson
 Brian J. Miller
 Darko Pucar
 Kristopher N. Lewis
 Scott Evan Forseen
 Katharine Rocklein Froede

StaFF
School of Dentistry
 Aubrey F. Hedrick III
 Adrienne N. Wimbrow
 Misha Singerdi Ghazarian
 Alaina Kathleen Pancio
 Allen Neal Sawyer
 Sharla Kaye Bush
 Phillip Brian Kraver
 Andrew S. Currie
 Helen Elisabeth Rainwater
 David Ryan Weldon
 Benjamin W. Lyons
 Carisa Shaundrell Freeman
 Payton D. Smith
 Jeremy L. Hixson
 Matthew Kikuchi
 William C. Klein
 Mark S. Causey
 Robert Wesley Crawford
 Travis James Fiegle
 Heather Marie Sholander
 Leigh Ann Trotter
 Jaebum Lee
 Aaron B. Rawlings
 Darron R. Alvord
 Esam Abou Nahlah
 Sergio R. Arias
 Somkiat Aimplee

School of Medicine
 Matthew Richard Bowser
 Paul Joseph Vecchio
 Rebecca B. Rote,
 Philip Anthony Carmona
 Christie Palladino
 James Robert Antony Bradley
 Emily Rebecca Ashford
 William Clarence Richards
 Kathryn Harter Bridges
 Chinonye Beverly Orizu
 John Winfield Blackburn
 Ellen Rose Abellana
 Michael N. Allen
 Danielle Rae Doyle
 Joseph N. Myers Jr.
 Justin R. Sigmon
 Christina Blue Marquez Brennan
 Eric Robert Zevallos
 Charles R. Sheldon

 Roselynn Amy Gentles
 Christopher B. Jones
 Jyh-I James Lu
 Daniel Jay McCollum
 Adrian Amin
 Sofija Rak
 Ruth Schwenzfeier George
 Fanta Elizabeth Kasiah
 Arnold Fauntleroy Henry Jr.
 Ronnie T. Oommen
 Koshilie Christina Gunadasa
 Lindsay Elizabeth Fowler Hales
 Vikash Chiraag Modi
 Daniel Minh Khuc
 Lucas H. Davis
 Lan Hien Nguyen
 Cesar Alberto Morales-Pabon
 David Q. Gulley
 Andrew Ford Glover
 Mary Hollingsworth Glover
 Alexis Netis Simpkins
 Benjamin Robert Broome
 Jerry Jay Jackson
 Shaylee R. Dave
 Nirav Rajendra Pavasia
 Keerthi Harish Rallapati
 Thomas Ryan Gallaher
 Ajay Kumar Taggar
 William R. Thomas Jr.
 Teresa June Burnette Lord
 Ibrahim Ebada Sadek
 Rajendra Chalasani
 Keerthi Kiran Ponugoti
 Rashmi Karanth
 Speros G. Livieratos
 Samip Jayeshkumar Parikh
 Biju K. Alex
 Jaswinder Singh Rattan
 Fethi Yasser Benraouane
 Puneet Kaur Aulakh
 Lindsey Michelle Young Goldberg
 Jonathan D. Gardner
 Michael T. Cross
 Cheryl Bertino Neal
 Candice Lovelace Abrahams
 Amarnadha P. Reddy
 Harigopal Sreerama Reddy
 Savita Bidyasar
 Scotty Lane Gadlin
 Amin Yehya
 Thaddeus Y. Carson
 Akash Nabh
 Justin W. Gregg
 Martin M. Sarkar
 Pratik Mukund Choksy
 Dagmara Marta Pychynski
 Keith G. DeSousa
 Samer Kassar
 June Yowtak
 Jennifer Leigh Tomlinson
 Jacqueline S. P. Sequoia
 Jessica H. Williams
 Anxhela Treska
 Bradford Alan Snead
 Toby Lee Anderton
 Michael A. Davis
 Eyad Khabbaz
 Jessica M. Van Beek-King
 Brian Benjamin Ho
 Daniel Spong Massi
 Alicia A. Platou
 Hannah Canfield Coulson
 Stephen M. Wilhelm

 Kendra K. Ham
 Stephen Andrew Wright
 Kathleen E. Mahoney
 Erin McBride Cannington
 Lauren Meyers Newhall
 Katie Elizabeth Cameron
 Jennifer Wallace McCoy
 Michelle M. Silva Acosta
 Jennifer Crutchfield Squires
 Amra Zuzo
 Shannon Myers
 A. Luke Shiver
 Joshua D. Fuller
 Jordan Hamilton Weitzner
 Stefani Margaret Samples
 Bryan Ray Hyler
 Jay Sudhir Kothari
 Dale Davis Sebastian
 David Russel Williams
 Ellyn Marie Johnson
 Kimberly V. Linz
 Ranjan Kumar Avasthi
 Sumir Suresh Patel
 Robert Bradford Abrahams
 Tuan Vu Tran Dao
 Chaltsy Mariah Carlton
 Arina Alexander Ghaffari
 Daria L. Guelig
 Benjamin Mathew Keyser
 Ray Su Lei King
 Qiang Li
 Sherita Antionetta King
 Kirit Arvind Bhatt
 Brandy N. Cross
 Kanye Willis
 Michael P. Chapman
 Fei Lan
 Brandy Marie Quarles
 Yen-Hao Chen
 Anthony Olufemi Ahmed

Georgia Correctional 
Health Care
 Dixie Jane Ransom
 Lawanda Gail Sanders
 Crystal Lea McKinney
 Kristen Nichole Brocuglio
 Jon Ashley Willis

Institutional Audit
& Compliance
 Neha Bhavsar

Instructional Support
& Design
 Erick Terrell Lemon

Plant Engineering
 Kenneth Wayne Johnson

FaREWEll
To these retiring members of the 
MCG community:

 Lawrence D. Devoe, Professor of 
Obstetrics & Gynecology – 27 years
 Anne Marie Vann, Assistant 
Professor of Biomedical and 
Radiology Technology – 27 years
 Rashid A. Akhtar, Professor of 

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology – 
35 years
 Lillie B. Griffin, Licensed 
Practical Nurse – 30 years
 Cheryl J. Lovett, Office 
Assistant, Alumni Affairs – 30 years
 Kathleen T. Wallis, Research 
Associate, Pharmacology & 
Toxicology – 17 years
 Sarita R. Vemulapalli, Medical 
Sonographer – 14 years
 Sherry P. Smith, Assistant 
Professor of Health Informatics – 14 
years
 Gayle D. Hornes, Licensed 
Practical Nurse – 13 years
 Barbara M. Coleman, Director of 
Nursing – 13 years
 Walter H. Scott, Clerk – 12 years
 Retta I. Green, Licensed Practical 
Nurse – 11 years
 Hazel Williams, Office Associate 
– 10 years
 Helen C. Smith, Dental 
Dispensary Assistant – 10 years

Welcome…
to these new members of the MCG community  
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19 Classifieds

Crossword
Solution

Suduko
Solution

Word Search
Solution

To Place A Classifi ed Ad,
call 803-279-2793 & ask for “Richardene.”

Or e-mail: rbaskett@northaugustastar.com
Rates: 25 cents per word.

Congratulations!

Is your name in this issue?
Check our ads to fi nd out! 

And remember e-mail: beepercontests@aikenstandard.com
by the Friday at noon deadline.

Alise Vega found her name hidden in the 
Caribbean Soul ad on page 4 of our last issue.

HIDDEN NAME CONTEST
We hide the names of randomly chosen students & employees - 

one per issue. If your name is hidden in one of the advertisements 
in this issue, you’ll score our Beeper gift package: a gift certifi cate 

to Luciana’s & Top Notch Car Wash plus movie passes to 
Evans 20 Theatre compliments of Health Center Credit Union!

THE RULES: 1. Find the name of a randomly chosen MCG student or employee hidden within one of the ads 
in this issue. 2. IF THE NAME YOU FIND IS YOURS, e-mail us; (beepercontests@aikenstandard.com) 

before noon on Friday, the day after the Beeper issue date, to claim your winnings. 3. IF THE NAME YOU 
FIND IS NOT YOURS, please do not enter. 4. All hidden name winners must be enrolled at or employed by 

MCG at the time of winning. 5. Neither the publisher nor any other party is responsible for printing errors 
which make the hidden name illegible, or for mail or other newspaper delivery delays. 6. In the event more 
than one person has the same name, the fi rst person to claim the prize is the winner. 7. Prize awarded to 

winners may vary from issue to issue. 8. A photo ID may be required to claim some prizes.

$209,900
4BR/2.5BA  All  brick,  Carriage  Hills  Columbia
County.  2,137sf,  built  in 2005, single floor  split
bedroom  plan.   Beautiful  SOLID  Hardwood
floors,  throughout main living areas, deck over-
looking wooded backyard.  Excellent school dis-
trict,  Stevens  Creek  Elementary,  walking  dis-
tance to Stalling Island Middle School.  480-388-
9565

$135 All new plushtop
set! Queen, in plastic.

706-733-5339

$230 King Orthopedic
Mattress Set all new +

factory warranty. 
706-737-6331

Full size Mattress Set
$125! Completely New in

packaging. Twin Set
$100 706-733-5339

New Full/Queen Bed-
room Suite. Rich Oak
Finish & wrought iron.

Sacrifice $395 
706-736-3811

West Augusta,  great lo-
cation,  1  BR,  Study  or
possible  second  BR,
washer/dryer,  FP,  stor-
age area, pool $695/mo.
+ deposit. 706-667-9576

2 Bd/1 bath.  Located
in  Historic  Sum-
merville  near  MCG.
Beautiful  1700  sq.  ft.
Victorian  Apt  .  8
rooms/Hardwood
floors/French  Doors/
High  Ceilings/  study/
Central  Heat
&Air/Washer/Dryer/Di
shwasher/Ornate
beveled  glass  front
door/  fenced  in  front
and  back  yard.  1.8
miles  from  MCG.
High  Speed  wireless
internet and cable TV
services  included  in
rent.   No smoking/No
pets.  $725  mo.   +
dep.

510 Apartments
For Rent 

445 Furniture 460 Miscellaneous
Items

542
Houses For 
Sale By 
Owner

542
Houses For 
Sale By 
Owner
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590 W. Martintown Road • North Augusta • 803.278.4437

Shari Alexander
706.631.4257

I Can Show You Any Home 
Listed With Any Company!

REDUCED!

Add overlooking the 18th green in 
beautiful Jones Creek. 

Walk to clubhouse and pool.

JUST LISTED!

3 BR, 2 BA immaculate home with lovely 
screen porch and beautifully landscaped 

yard. Minutes from MCG & hospitals.

JUST LISTED!

Country living just minutes from North Augusta! 
Triple bay garage with one high bay for motor 

home. Large workshop with office & bathroom! New 
AC unit, tons of storage! Call me quick!

204 Post Oak • $259,900

JUST LISTED!

Beautiful in the rapids wonderfully maintained home in highly desirable 
neighborhood. Owner’s suite on first floor with large bath.  Eat in kitchen 
is bright with tons of cabinetry and opens to large deck on rear of home 
overlooking very private backyard. Great room has built ins and large 

brick fireplace with gas logs. Walk in attic storage upstairs.

151 Village Parkway • $168,900

Downsizing? Looking for rental property? First 
time home buyer and don’t need a lot of upkeep? 
This is for you. 3 BR, 2 BA with sunroom! Hurry!

86 Crystal Lake • $295,000

4160 Tindall Drive • $185,000 601 Old Walnut Branch • $159,900 304 Pine Bark Lane • $199,500

3 bedroom with tons of extras located in Riverfront 
Hammond’s Ferry. Beautiful inside and out!  

Enjoy the river and the greenway!
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